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Abstract 

A computer program has been developed to 
compute the emission of cathodes from the fully 
space charge limited diode equation. The 
emission of four different gun arrangements with 
thermionic cathodes of the type used in electron 
microscopes is investigated. Microflat cathodes 
with a small( ~ SOµm in diameter) fixed emitting 
area show several advantages for high brightness 
possibilities whereas other types of cathodes for 
which the emitting area increases with the 
brightness are usually limited by too great a 
total emission. 
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Introduction 

In electron microscopes equipped with 
thermionic sources , the filament is often used in 
the regime of space charge limitation in or der to 
provide the gun with a higher stability . In this 
regime the electron emission is in principle 
determined entirely by the cloud of electrons 
produced in front of the cathode and is 
independent of the characteristic emission of the 
cathode itself, provided it can emit a sufficient 
number of electrons. The emission is then 
controlled by the field in front of the cathode 
and can be adjusted by varying the Wehnelt 
potential. 

Since the life of the cathode is very 
dependent on its operating temperature, this is 
generally chosen such that the filament is on the 
border of the space charge limitation. This 
regime makes the emission independent of the 
filament temperature and the nature of the 
filament itself. The direct replacement of the 
tungsten filament by a better emitter such as 
LaB6 would be almost imperceptible if the gun 
operating parameters remain the same. 

1n order to improve the brightness obtained 
from triode guns a detailed investigation of 
space-charge limitation is necessary. 

Thermionic Emission 

A computer program has been developed to 
calc ul ate the emission from a cathode taking into 
account the space charge and th e possible 
temperature limitation of the cathode. This 
program follows the technique described by 
Kirs t ein et al 3 • It is based on the theoretical 
maximum current that can be drawn from a one 
dimensional diode. Before discussion of this 
technique, some basic concepts of thermionic 
emission are considered. 

The simple model of the free electron gas 
in a metal 7 describes successfully the thermionic 
emission of solids in terms of only two 
parameters: the temperature T and the work 
function </; associated with a particular metal. 
The model predicts a current density given by 
Richa rdson's equation: 
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J given by Schottky ' s equation 

Space charge li mit e d J, also called th e 
space charge limit a ti on 

Jsc for th e diode gun with a limited 
emitting area 
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th e network method 
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Pote nti a l minimum (V) 

Anode pot en tial co rr espond in g to the 

ene r gy of the e l ect rons a t the anode 
( V) 

Axial potential in th e gun (V) 

J
0

(T,0); A T2 exp(- efb/kT) (1) 

This equation giv es the thermal limitation 
of th e cathode . In fac t the presence of the 
electron cloud or the presence of a purely 
attractive field E (without the electron cloud) 
will influ ence the hei~ht of th e barrier that the 
e l ectrons have to cross at the surface of the 
so lirl. In the first cas e the space charge gives 
a supplementary barrier (Vm on Fig . lb) that will 
be added t o 0 while in the second case the 
reduction of the hei ght of th e barrier will lead 
to Schot tk y emission 8: 

J(T,E) ; J
0 

exp {0,4403 /ITT ! (2) 

(J and J
0 

in A/ cm2 , E in V/m and Tin de g ree K) . 
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Radius of th e small a r ea in the center 

of the cathode 

v v v Electron speeds in the model of e l ect ron x' y' z 
gas in metal 

z 
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m 
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0 

f3 
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!:,vol 
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0 

(b 

The axial coordinate 

Position of th e potential minimum 
Axial posi tion where the Child - Langmuir 
equation is app li ed 
Bri ghtn ess in A cm- 2 sr- 1 

Under-relaxation factor (0 ~ y ~ l; 

ideal value 0 . 667 ) 

width of an emitting annulus on the 

ca thode 
Volume e lement associated with eac h cell 

of the me sh in the network method 
Vac uum permittivity 8 .85 X 10- 12 C/V .m 

Work function of th e ca th ode material 

(V) 

In the mode of space charge limitation th e 
barrier Vm produces an emission dens it y simply 
given by 4 : 

( 3) 

As mentioned previously the local field in 
front of the cathode will determine the height of 
V . Unfortunately th e relation between this 
fTeld (prior to emission) and Vr.i is not known 
except for the case of a one -di mension diode. 

In a general approach it is possible to 
compute the emission from this model. It 
consists of evaluating numerically the height of 
Vm by tr a cin g the trajectories of the e l ec tron s 
considering a gaussian velocity distribution as 
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stated in th e original gas model: 

This app roach is very t edio us since th e 
number of tr a jectori es to be calcula t ed is very 
large a nd only an ins i gnificant port ion succ ee d 
in going thr ough the barrier to form t he beam9 . 
It also contains ano th e r difficulty s inc e it 
assumes th at we have t o r esolve the di s t a nce zm 
between th e barrier and th e cathode, a distance 
very small compared to th e l ength of th e beam. 

However this procedure can be overcome by 
usi ng a slightly different ap pr oac h th a t includes 
the evaluat i on of the emi ssion fo r the case of 
the one -di mension diode. The po t ential on the 
axis of such a cathode is presented in Fig. la 
with some enlargement on Fig . lb for th e r egion 
nea r th e cathode. The curve A r ep r esen t s the 
potential prior to emission or fo r a hi ghl y 
t empe r a tur e limited diode where the beam is so 
small t ha t it does not affect th e potential . The 
cu rv e B represents th e diode full y space charge 
limit ed . It is poss ibl e t o find an anal y t ical 
so lut ion for thi s problem if we neglect the size 
of Vm and zm by solvi ng th e Poisson eq uation in 
one dimension . This l eads to a current density 
given by: 

( 5 ) 

Since the potential on the axis i s given 
by V(z)=VA(z/d) 413 an interestin g conclusion from 
this approach is the following relation for th e 
cu rr ent density : 

( 6 ) 

This means that th e curr ent density can be 
eva lu ated a t any l oca tion wher e the gun is fully 
space cha r ge limit ed . 

Another suppos iti on i s i mpl i ci t in equation 
( 6 ); th e initial velocity of th e e l ec tron s is 
zero so th a t both Vm and zm are neglected . Some 
r e fin emen t of this so luti on consists of using th e 
Chi ld-L a ngmuir expression that t akes into account 
the axial ve loci t ies in th e beam. In the presen t 
case s inc e the computations a re done on a 
micro-compu t e r and are not aimed at very l arge 
accuracy, this ref ineme nt is neglected. 

However the conclusion for thi s diode may 
be gene r alised to th e case of th e trio de gun (or 
a ny other gun geome tr y ). For th e tri ode gun th e 
p r esence of the negativel y charged Wehnelt 
modifies th e axis po tenti al in a way very similar 
to the space charge in th e diod e except for its 
external con trol. This co ntrol modifies 
con tinu ously the potential in th e gun from curve 
A to B in Fig. la without changing the 
temperature of the filament. 

On the other hand two main differences 
ex ist. (1) The e lectron beam i s now concentrated 
near the axis instead of fillin g all the space 
an d consequently on l y th e potential near the axis 
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V(o,zl V(o,z) 

d Z 

Vm 

lol lbl 

Fig . la Axi a l potential distribution in a diod e 
(A) prior t o emission and (B ) at the full space 
charge limitati on . 
Fig . lb Enlar geme nt of curve B in th e vicini t y 
of the origin. 

will be affec t ed by th e beam . (2) The effect of 
th e char ge dis tri bution on th e Wehn elt has a much 
l onge r ran ge than the space cha r ge of the beam so 
t ha t in practice only the region near the cathode 
where th e s l ow elec t r ans pr oduce a large space 
charge will be affec t ed by th e space charge 
itself. 

It is concl uded from the se remarks that t o 
be va li d the La ngmuir equation (6) must be 
applied at a di s tanc e z

0 
near t he ca t hode much 

l arger than zm. 

Numeri ca l Evaluat i on of Cat hode Emission 

The technique used 
emission of th e gun has 
procedure described by 
consists of the fol l owing 

here t o comput e 
been adapted from 

Kirstein et al 3 • 
iterative procedur e: 

the 
the 
It 

1. Solution of Laplace Equation; this solution 
is called he r e ve 1 (R , Z). 

2. Div ision of th e cathode in small a reas 
accord in g t o the symmet r y; in this case a 
disk and concentric ann ul i of width 6 r; a 
number ( N) of traj ec tori es i ssu in g from the 
a r eas at different ang le s and/o r ene r gies. 

3 . Comput a ti on of I(r) th e total cu rr en t 
ass oci a t ed t o eac h beaml et or I(r)/ N for eac h 
traj ec tor y . 

I(r) = 2 n r 6r G V( r z )l. 5 /z 2 • 
' 0 0 

4. Comput a tion of t he space charge from the 
tr ajecto ri es. At eac h st ep of int eg rati on in 
the tr a jectories th e fol lo wing matrix element 
is computed : 
Q(R, Z) = Q(R, Z) + I(r)dt h2 / ( c

0
6Vol ), h bein g 

the mesh size and 6Vol th e volume elemen t 
associa t ed t o ea ch mesh. 

5. Solu ti on of Poisson Equa t ion with O vo lt on 
the e l ec trodes such th a t V(R , Z ) = ve 1 (R, Z) + 
Vsc (R, Z). 

6 . Repea t from 3 until I (r) converges . 

Technically it appears that some tim e can 
be save d by introdu cing nea r the cathode a 
small e r boundary than the entire gun. The space 
charge is then comput ed numerica lly only in this 
r egio n. The bound a r y itself is affected by th e 
s pace char ge but on l y in a small amoun t 
especially if it has been chosen properly. 
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Usually 
rapidly 

this 
than 

boundary 
I(r) and 

"converges 
very often 

much 
only 

more 
one 

iteration is necessary. 

In the present approach it has been found 
very efficient to compute this boundary from the 
charge density method and to app ly the finite 
difference method inside as suggested by 
Birtles 1• 

The choice of z
0 

may 
controversial but since the mesh 
inside th e boundary is lar ge, 
adequate. 

be somewhat 
size (h) used 
z

0 
= h seems 

It has been proposed 3 to increase the 
convergence of this problem by under-relaxing the 
choice of I(r) so that the nth iteration is as 
follows: 

I(r,n) = I(r,n-1)(1-y) + yI(r) (7) 

with O < y ( 1. 

This technique can be improved by assuming 
that the space charge is directly proportional to 
the total current Itot in the beam. This current 
is given by the following integral: 

I(n+l) = elf (V + vCn)) 1.5 dS. 
tot S el sc (8) 

Ideally when th e value of the current 
converges, the solutions of the nth and (n+l )th 
iterations are equal for large n so that we can 
write: 

I (n+l) 
tot (9) 

If now we use thi!;. exp ression as very good 
approximation for V~~+lJ: 

vCn+l) 
SC 

I(n +l) vCn) /I(n) 
tot sc tot (10) 

a much more accurate total beam current for the 
next iteration is given by solving equation (9). 
This later relation includes ltot on both sides 
of the equation but it pays to solve it 
numerically since the ti.me required for one full 
iteration cycle represents five to ten minutes on 
a sn,all computer (HP 9836) compared to a few 
seconds ( :(5s ) to solve equation (9). 

Once I(n+l) is found, the much more 
( ~i1i) 

accurate V sc as defined by equation (10) is 

used instead of V(n) to compute I(r). In this 
SC 

procedure the convergence applies only to the 
shape of the beam and th e distribution of 
electrons in it, never to the total current. 
This improves the convergence because the value 
of current has a tendency to be highly 
oscillatory. Results show that 10% of the final 
value is reached at the first iteration and 
usually less than 1% at the second one. 

Results and Discussion 

This technique has been applied to the four 
different guns described in Table 1. The first 
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is highly space-charge limited due to its flat 
cathode and lar ge Wehnelt-anode distance of 9mm. 
The emission of this gun is presented in Figure 2 
as a curve of brightness vs total current; the 
theoretical model is compared to experimental 
measurements obtained in our laboratory. The 
th eoretical brightness is obtained by applying 
Langmuir's equation 5 for VA >> kT: 

B (A/cm 2sr) = I(O)eVA/ n2 r~ k T (11) 

where I(O)/nr~ is the current density of the 
central beamlet leaving th e cathode on the axis 
from a small circular area of radius rd. The 
agreement between the model and the experimental 
results is remarkably good. The prime interest 
of this gun was to study the effect of reducing 
the field on the performance of the overall 
source. The results show a large space-charge 
limitation in the brightnesses and also some 
deterioration in the size of th e cross-over as 
the distance anode-Wehnelt is increased, due to 
large interaction between electrons. 

The second gun with a conical cathode on a 
shorter Wehnelt-anode separation is typical of a 
triode gun used in electron microscopes. The 
current density in the apex region and the total 
current as a function of the logarithm of th e 
excess of the Wehnelt volta ge (Vw) over the cut
off voltage (Vc

0
) are presented in Fig. 3. The 

emitting area of the cone is also presented. The 
current density can be converted into brightness 
using the following equivalent to equation (11): 

8 (A/cm 2s r) = J(A/cm 2) e V/n k T (12) 

For the example presented here the current 
densit y is converted into briyhtness by 
multiplying J(A/cm 2) by - 3 X 10 4 sr- • 

This graph shows how the emitting area 
increases with the field which is directly 
proportional to Vw - Vco· This increase is 
responsible for the difference in slope between 
the current density and the total current curves. 
From Figure 3 it is seen that a cathode operating 
at 10 A/cm2 would emit about 150 µA. However at 
higher cathode loadings such as 30 or 50 A/cm2 , 
the total current would be 0.9 and 2 mA 
respectively. Such currents are beyond the range 
of commercial electron microscope power 
supplies. 

This engineering limitation associated with 
large power dissipation is not the only argument 
against the conical cathode. Since the current 
reaching the sample is many orders of magnitude 
less than the emitted current, only the electrons 
emitted near the axis contribute final ly to the 
signal while all others interfere with the 
quality of the beam optics. 

In the first place, there is an energy 
dispersion caused in the gun by the interaction 
between electrons originating from the cone and 
the axial electrons 5 and must be minimized when 
chromatic aberration of the lenses is the 
limiting factor encountered in the column. 
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TABLE 1 
Gun Geometries 

Gun I Ill IV 

Cathode Type Flat Disk Cone on Cyli nd er Microfla t on 
Cone 

Flat Diode 

Ca thod e Sizea 0: 
( µm) t: 

500 
7 50 

Cone Ang l e : 90° 
Base 0: 400 

Cone Ang l e : 90° 
µFlat 0: 90 
Emitting 0: 60 

Emitting Circle 
of Diameter D 

Ca thod e He ight 250 200 
( µm) 

Wehnelt 1 1 
Diam ete r (mm) 

1-/ehn e lt- Anode 9 4 in Fi g . 3 
(mm) 10 in Fi g .4 

Hi gh- Volt ag e 15 15 
(k V) 

a ) t thickn es s 

x10 4 -272 -261 -251 -244 Vw 
I I I 

.i. 

• 5 - -
• .i. 

.... 
~ 

4 - • N 

E 
u 

' <I .... 
3 -

(/) .... 
(/) • w 
z -\ I- 2 - , • EXPERIMENT I 
~ ... 
a: • .i. SPACE CHARGE 
CD .... COMPUTATION - . .... 

• 
~ 

100 200 300 400 500 

TOTAL CURRENT (;,.A) 

Fi g . 2 Bri ghtness VS t otal cu rr en t character -
istic for a flat cathode (gun I in Table 1). 

Sec ondl y th e elimination of th e undesirable 
e l ec tr on s i s not a lw ay s hundr e d per c ent effectiv e 
a nd stray electrons may contribute to the 
d e t e rioration of the ideal performance of lenses 
and the sharpness of the central beam. 

Finally a n emitter tip with a finite radius 
of curvatur e can be represented by a portion of a 
sp h e r e on t he t op of a truncated cone. This 
ge ometry contains two different electron optical 
s ys t ems with their own characteristics. At high 
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b) 

100 

1 

10 

15 

Distance cathode-anod e 

i ' ----, 

100 

4b 

Va riable 

-,- 7 

TOTAL 
CURRENT 

lµAI 

,., 
'!:: 
::; 

w ~ 
~ z 
~ 10 +-- - -- -- -----,,__ --- -~- --- ----1 10- 4 : 

:0 
~ ,., g ~ 

I 2 14 16 18 2 0 

0 1 
- 440 -425 -400 - 350 

WEHNEL T VOLTAGE (V) 

Fi g . 3 Emission of a conic a l cathod e (gun II in 
Table 1) as a function of the drive voltage (Vw -
V co ). The l eft hand log scale gives th e values 
for th e total current in µA and the current 
density at the apex in A/cm 2 • 

n eg ative bias , electron emission is confined to 
the tip region which results in good gun 
pe rformance with high bri ghtnes s 10 a nd near
gauss i an beam profile . At lower negative bi as, 
emiss i on from th e wal l s of the conical su rf ace 
leads to a compl ex beam form. For sin tered LaB 6 
cathodes this results in an additional complex 
ring structure around the central beam and for 
sing l e-c r ystal LaB 6 an adnitional lobe pattern 
wi t h crystallographic symmetry 2 • In such a case 
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only a small portion of the beam is due t o the 
desired paraxial electron emission. For the 
example discussed in Figure 3, if a coni ca l 
cathode emitting at 10 A/cm2 had a tip radius of 
curvature of 5 µm, only 3% of the total current 
would come from the surface of th e spherical 
tip. 

The coated microflat cathode 11 has been 
desi gned to solve this fundamental difficulty. 
Some preliminary r es ults on th e emission of s uch 
cathode is presented in Figure 4. This conical 
cathode is coated and ground in such a way th a t 
the flat is 90 µmin diam e ter and exposes an LaB6 
area some 60 µm in diameter. The anode-Wehnelt 
distance is 10 mm and its performance can be 
dir ec tly compared t o previous r es ult s obt a in ed on 
flat ca thod es (curve D) r e drawn from Figure 2 . 
The r e sults for a point ed cathode in a 10 mm 
a node- Wehn e lt spacing gun are a l so presented for 
comparison (curve C). The emission of the 
microflat is boun de d in thi s figure by two 
curves: (1) the full s pa ce- cha r ge li mit a tion 
curve Band (2) the temp e rature limitation (curve 
A) given by th e Richardson and Sc hottky 
eq uation: 

8 = J(T,E) / TI k T (13) 
Itot = J(T,E) x Mi c r of lat a r ea 

The space charge limit a ti on i s computed 
from the model pr esen t ed in thi s paper . If in 
this model we limit th e cathode loading, the 
emission ch a racteristic of thi s ca thode goes from 
c urv e B to A following th e paths shown in Figu r e 
4 . The numerica l va lu es on these paths 
correspond t o th e cathode l oad in g in A/cm2 . The 
curve C for the pointed ca thod e indi ca t es much 
better performance near the cut - off but the 
effect of space-char ge limits th e curr en t density 
to about 6 A/cm2 at 400 µA of total emissio n 
while the fully space-charge limit ed microflat 
(curv e B) i s much less limit ed. 

Fo r the mic roflat cathode, this limitation 
is to a first approximation proportional to th e 
total current and will be highly depe nd ent on the 
area of emission. The fourth gun of Ta ble 1 has 
been studied to investigate th e influence of this 
area on the space - cha r ge limitat io n. Microflat 
cathodes with small emitting areas can be used a t 
zero bias potential (Vw = 0 V) and give good 
performance, the current densit y bein g improved 
by Schottky emission 11 . This suggests that this 
kind of cathode can be used in a diode gun. 
Considering that the diode gun is a limitin g case 
for the triode gun as far as the field is 
concerned, some conclusions on the maximum 
brightness of a triode gun can be computed from 
this study. 

The model of the diode gun consis ts simp l y 
of two planes, one of which f orms the anode a t 
potential V and a second one, the cathode, is 
allowed to emit only from a small circul a r 
region. The emission prop e rties are studied as a 
function of the potential V and the diameter (D) 
of the emitting area. If th e distance anode
cathode (here 4 mm) is much lar ge r than D, the 
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current density emitt ed dep en ds main l y on the 
mea n field E in the diode an d th e s iz e of th e 
emittin g a r ea . For computation of E in th e r ange 
0 . 01 :( E ,;:;0 . 5 kV/mm and 20 :( D :( 80 µm th e ax ial 
current densit y is very well repre se nted by th e 
empirical formula: 

where practical units have been used and are 
given in pa r e nth es is. 

Figure 5 giv es a r epresen t a ti on of th e 
space charge li mitation in t e rms of brightness 
r eduction as a fun c tion of th e volta ge 
(repr ese ntin g t he beam ene r gy ). The space - char ge 
limitation effects occ ur only a t l ow vo lt age . 
Th e two se ts of curves give the pe r ce nta ge 
bri gh tn ess loss for t wo d i fferen t cathode 
t empe r a tur es 1800 an d 1900 K for which J(T , E=O) 
is r espec tiv e l y 10 and 30 A/cm2 . Each set of 
curves has been computed f o r D = 5, 10, 25 , 50 
and 100 µm assuming that r e l a tion (14) can be 
ex tr apo l a t ed when ne cessa r y . Those results are 
computed from th e following relation: 

S Loss ( %) = 100% (1 - JD/J(T,E)) (15) 

where JD is gi ven by equa ti on (14) and J(T,E) by 
equa tion (2) . 

Fo r th e l ower temperature case (J 10 
A/cm2 ), th e gun s t a rt s to be space charge limited 
for bea m energies a r ound 2 . 2 keV when th e 
emittin g a r ea is 100 µm. This pin-points th e 
difficulty of using th e s t anda rd tri ode gun for 
scanning e lectron mic r oscopy application at low 
voltages. If a 10 µm mi crofla t can be made , one 
can expec t t o use thi s kind of cathode with out 
space cha r ge limitation at 1 keV . Such low 
voltage opera ti on is desirable for inspection of 
microelectronic dev ic es without causing serious 
damage 6 . 

Severe limitations are placed on th e size 
of th e microflat if full advantage is t o be made 
of th e emission of LaB6 a t l ow vo lt ages . The set 
of cu rve s a t hi ghe r t empe r a tur e giv es a thr es hold 
of 2 keV for a 10 µm di amet e r microflat before 
space - char ge limitation occ ur s . 

Conclusion 

The ag re emen t between experimental and 
theoretical results presented in this paper 
indicates that the procedure described by 
Kirstein e t al. 3 does app l y ve ry well to triode 
guns. Thi s technique has been used to stud y the 
space - charge effects of different types of 
cathodes, namely conical and microf lat cathodes. 
The conical uncoated cathodes give very good 
performance near the cut -off where only the very 
tip is involved in the emi ssion . On the other 
hand the emission from th e cone usuall y gives to o 
much current before the field at the apex 
increases enough to r eac h the full theoretical 
axia l bri ghtness. The coated microflat cathode 
which suppresses emission from the cone is much 
les s prone to space-charge limitation and is more 
suitable for application wher e hi gh brightness i s 
required, especially at low voltages. 
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Fig. 4 Brightness vs total current 
characteristic for a microflat cathode (gu n III 
in Table 1) for different cathode loadings (index 
in A/cm2 ). Curves A and B are r es pectively the 
t emperat ure a nd the space -char ge limitation 
curves. The rnicroflat is compared to a flat 
cathode (curve D) and a pointed cathode in a 
sim ilar gun (curve C). 
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Discussi on with Reviewers 

J. Orloff : The coating of carbon on the microflat 
ca thode will have an evaporation rate which is 
much less than that of the LaB6. The rate of 
evaporation or thickness loss, of LaB6 is about 
0.01 micrometers per hour at 1800 Kand abou t 
0.1 micrometers pe r hour at 1900 K. This means 
that the electron-emitting surface of the cathode 
will retreat behind a shell of ca rbon at some 
rate, depending on th e cathode temperature. Can 
you comment on the effect this will have on the 
performance of the cathode? 
Authors: Essentially the recess of LaB6 with 
time will cause a non-uniform decrease in the 
field in front of the cathode, the drop be ing more 
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important on the outermost part of the emitting 
area near the carbon shell. 

When the cathode is used in a standard gun 
with a field larger than 1 or 2 kV/mm the 
resulting electrical field will not affect the 
axial brightness which is usually temperature 
limited for this type of cathode. 

On the other hand the effects of the recess 
will appear at low energy below the threshold 
where the emission is space-charge limited. 
These effects are (1) a drop in the emission 
current, (2) a decrease in the axial brightness 
and finally (3) an increase in the convergence of 
the beam due to the non-uniformity in the change 
in the field. 

The total emission will be reduced 
significantly in those conditions because the 
part of the cathode that emits the most of the 
current is the most affected; consequently, the 
brightness will not decrease as much since the 
space-charge due to the total current will be 
less; this effect will partially compensate for 
the drop in the field. 

The following table gives some figures for 
those effects; the computations have been carried 
out on the gun IV for a field of 0.1 kV/mm on a 
microflat of 50 µm. Results show that after 
1000 hours of operation (at a loss of .01 µm/h) 
the brightness will be 54% of its original value 
for a microflat 50 µmin diameter. 

RECESS ( µm) TOTAL CURRENT(%) BRIGHTNESS (%) 

0.0 100 100 
2.5 67 92 
5.0 45 80 
7.5 32 67 

10.0 23 54 
12.5 17 43 
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